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Tech Tips from Mr G 
Borrowing eBooks and Audiobooks Using OverDrive 3.2 
on Android Devices, Including the Kindle Fire - 2015 

  
 

The Liverpool Public Library, the larger Onondaga County system, and libraries all over the country, subscribe 
to the OverDrive service for providing eBook and audiobook loans to people. While the OverDrive service works 
for a wide variety of devices, this handout is for people who have devices running the Android operating system, 
such as the Samsung Galaxy Tab, the new Nook Tablet (which is really just a co-branded Samsung Galaxy Tab), 
or any other device that runs the Android operating system. In fact, this can even be used with the Kindle Fire 
family of devices, since they run Android too. 
 By the way, all the screenshots for this handout were done on a NextBook 7 and an LG 34C phone, so your 
results will look a little different, depending on what devices you’re using. 

 

What is the OverDrive App? 
The OverDrive app is one way of borrowing materials from this 
service on your device. You can also use the Kindle and 3M 
Cloud apps, and they each have their advantages and 
disadvantages. The OverDrive app allows you to look for an 
eBook or audiobook that you can borrow from the library, 
download, and read or listen to, without having to switch to 
different apps for each step. So if you don’t have it now, go to the 
Play Store if you’re on a regular Android device, or the Amazon 
App Store on a Kindle Fire, then download and install it. 
 Version 3.2, the latest version, is so slick and easy to use 
that it almost guides you through the entire process all by itself. 
But we’re going to walk you through the process anyway. And if 
you’re running an older version of the app, this is a good time to 
update to the latest version, if your device supports it. 
 

 

Signing up and Setting Up 
 The Opening Screen 

When you first open up OverDrive 3.2, you’ll get a screen asking 
you to either sign up or sign in. You’ll also notice, in the 
example on the right, that there’s a special option for users who 
are under 13, because of a special federal law pertaining to what 
kinds of information Internet services are allowed to collect 
from them. However, if you’re the parent of that under-13 user, 
you can create an account for your child the normal way. 
 And just how do you sign up for an account? You tap on the 
Sign Up button! 
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 Signing Up 
I’m not sure how they could have made this any easier, and it’s a 
vast improvement over the old way. Just follow these four steps: 
 

1. Enter your first and last name. 

2. Enter your email address…twice. This is to make sure 
that you type it in the same way both times. They do that 
to make sure that if you messed up the first time, you’ll 
catch it on the second… before it’s too late to fix it. 

3. Set a password. Now this doesn’t have to be a fancy-
schmancy banking-grade password. We’re talking about 
library books here, and the worst anyone can do if they 
hack your account is take out five copies of War and 
Peace, which won’t go overdue anyway.  
 An easy to remember password like ilikebooks, 
Liverpool.library, or goawayNSA would be just 
fine…but please, don’t everyone decide to use those exact 
ones. 

4. Tap on the Sign up button at the bottom of the screen. 

After you’ve done that, a verification email message will be sent 
to the email address you gave, and you’ll be taken to a new, blue, 
screen. 
  
This screen tells you that you don’t have any books yet, and that 
you can get started by either tapping on the menu button at the 
top, just to the left of the big OverDrive “O” (some of us like to 
call it the stack of pancakes), or by swiping to the right. Now 
you’re ready to add a library to your account.  

 
 

 Adding a Library 
Now that you’ve done this, you’re looking at the left panel of 
OverDrive. This is where all the settings and controls are. 
 The blue panel is now telling you that you have no libraries. 
You’ll want to start out by adding us, so tap on the button that 
says Add a library. 
  

 
Enter our ZIP code (13088), and tap on the Search button. This 
will give you a list of local libraries starting with the ones closest 
to this ZIP code. And of course, we’re at the top of the list. 
 When you tap on Liverpool Public Library, you’ll get to a 
new screen that shows you Liverpool as part of the larger 
Onondaga County Public Library (OCPL) system. Tap on the 
star for OCPL, and you should be all set. 
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Other Libraries? 
But wait, there’s more! You can belong to more than one library system. As long as you’re a resident of New 
York State, you can belong to the New York Public Library, with one of the largest collections in the world. 
You can find out more about that by going to www.nypl.org/help/library-card. Other libraries may also let 
you belong to them and take out eBooks through them, but every system is different, and you’ll need to check 
with each one individually. 
 If this is your first time trying to do this, it’s probably a good idea to just stick with Liverpool and OCPL 
for now. 
 

Moving On 
So now that we’ve finished the hard part, setting up, it’s time to move on to what you really want to 
do…taking items out! 
 

Using the OverDrive System 
If you’re still on the left-hand settings pane, you should see 
Onondaga County Public Library listed as one of your libraries 
(see the example on the right). Tap on that, and you’ll be taken 
to the main screen for the system. 
 Tap on the Sign In button (on the upper right-hand side), 
and you’ll be taken to a screen where you’ll enter your library 
card number and PIN. There’s also a little checkbox asking if 
you want the OverDrive to remember this information. The 
worst thing anyone could do with this would be to check out five 
copies of War and Peace to you, and you won’t get fines for them 
anyway, since eBooks and audiobooks never become overdue. So 
tell it to remember, tap on the Sign In button underneath all 
this, and now you’re almost ready to look for some items! 
 But before we do that, let’s change a few settings. 
 

 

Changing Your Loan Period 
One of the great things about eBooks and audiobooks is that they never get overdue; they just sort of 
disappear when their time is up. But it would be nice to have them out for as long as possible. The default 
loan period is 14 days, but you can change that to either 7 or 21. This is how you make those changes. 
 Take a look at the right-hand side of the screen, just under 
the red ribbon where you signed in, and you should see four 
icons there, one for Menu, one for Account, one for Help, and 
one for Search/ Advanced Search. Tap on the one for Account. 

 

 When you do that, you’ll get another set of buttons below, 
including one for Settings (it looks like a gear). Tap on that, and 
you’ll get a screen that looks like the one on the right, with the 
lending periods for each type of material. 
 Set yourself up for the longest loan period allowed for each 
type. After all, you can always return them early. 
 
Now you’re ready to take out some items! 
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Finding Something to Read – Advanced Search is Your Friend 
Now that we’ve got that done, take a look at the top of the screen 
again, just under the red ribbon where you signed in, and look at 
those four icons again. This time tap on the magnifying glass. 
This brings up the options for Search and Advanced Search. As 
counterintuitive as it sounds, tapping on Advanced Search will 
actually make life easier for you, so do that. 

 

 
Make Your Choices 
The next screen is where you enter your choices for the kind of 
book you’re looking for. The most important fields here are 
Title, Author/Creator, Subject and Format from the dropdown 
list. You could even combine all four if you wanted. 
 
Don’t Frustrate Yourself 
However, since we want to have some immediate gratification 
on your first time out, simply choose a subject from the Subject 
dropdown list. You’ll have better luck with something broad like 
Mystery or Romance, and not narrow like Chick Lit. For this 
example, I’ve chosen Humor (Fiction). 
 I’ve also selected All eBooks from the Format list to ensure 
that I get just eBooks and not audiobooks. 
 If you tap on the box near the bottom that says Only titles 
with copies available, when you get your results, you’ll only see 
books that are actually available to you at the moment. For the 
purposes of this handout I’m not going to do that, so I can show 
you another trick later on. 
 Now tap on the Search button at the bottom, and you’re 
ready to see some results! 
  

 Pick a Book, Any Book 
The Search Results screen on the next page is where you see 
your search results. One of the first things you should notice 
about this screen is that there are 352 items that match my 
search, and this screen is showing us the first 20. The second 
thing you’ll see is that all of these titles have a book icon in the 
upper right hand corner. That means that they’re eBooks. The 
third thing is that some of the icons are dark and some are gray. 
The ones with the dark icons are available right now, while the 
ones with grayed-out icons are currently out to someone else. 
 That’s too bad, because An Abundance of Katherines 
looked really interesting! 
 To limit the results so that you only see items that are 
available right now, go to the Show Me section on the upper left 
of the screen, and tap on Available Now. When I did that, the 
number of matches dropped from 352 to 287. 
 
With 20 items on each screen and 287 books available, there are 
15 screens for me to look through. I can do that by either 
tapping on a screen number or on one of the navigation 
arrows. 
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 Choosing and Downloading Your Book 
After weeding by availability, I’ve decided to get The All-Girl 
Filling Station’s Last Reunion. When I tap on that, I get a 
button that says Borrow. 
 When I tap on the Borrow button, the book is immediately 
checked out to me, and goes to my library bookshelf, waiting for 
me to download it to my device. 

 
 This next screen after tapping on Borrow is your library 
bookshelf. It shows you all the eBooks or audiobooks you have 
checked out from the library, and whether you’ve downloaded 
them or not. It’s also where you get to download the book to your 
device. This is different from your device bookshelf, which 
shows you the books that you’ve downloaded. 
 As you see, there’s a big black button that says Download; 
tapping on that gives you a choice of formats to download it in. 
Since you’re using the OverDrive app, you should choose the 
ePub format. 
 Once you’ve done that, a little line will pop up underneath 
that that says Confirm and Download. Tap on that, and the 
book will be downloaded to your device, ready for you to read. 
 

 
 

Reading Your eBook 
Now swipe back to the left-hand Settings pane (or tap on the 
stack of pancakes), and click on the Bookshelf button. That will 
bring you to your device bookshelf, a screen that shows all the 
books you’ve taken out and downloaded, and you’re ready to 
start reading by tapping on one of your books. 
 By the way…if you take a look at the Add a Book icon on the 
far right, tapping on that is another way of getting back to the 
library page to choose more books! 
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Navigating Through Your Book 
This part is a little tricky, because what happens next depends on very subtle differences in what’s on the 
screen. 

 
If your screen looks like the one below, with no 
bars at the top or bottom, you’re in regular reading 
mode, and swiping to the left or the right will 
simply move you from one page to the other. 
 

If your screen looks like the one below, with black 
bars at the top and bottom, then you’re in what I’ll 
call tool mode. Tapping on the middle of the screen 
switches you back and forth between the two 
modes. 
 When you’re in tool mode, swiping from the left 
will take you back to the settings and help pane 
and swiping from the right will take you to the 
table of contents and bookmarks pane. 

 

 
Regular Reading Mode 

 

 
Tool Mode 

 
Tool mode also gives you controls at the bottom of the screen for screen brightness, font size and style, 
screen layout, and sharing (by email, Facebook, Goodreads, or Twitter). 

 
And now it’s time to talk about getting audiobooks. 
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Finding Something to Listen To – Advanced Search is Your Friend 
Finding something to listen to is almost the same as finding something to read. However, if you just skipped 
right over all the eBook instructions because all you want to do is listen, not to worry, we’ll start at the 
beginning here too.  
 

Once you’ve signed in with your library card number and pin, look a 
little bit down the screen and you should see a gray bar with four 
icons there, one for Menu, one for Account, one for Help, and one for 
Search (it’s the magnifying glass).  

 

 Tap once on the Search icon, and it will expand so that you can 
either type in the title or author of the audiobook you’re looking for, 
or do an advanced search. As counterintuitive as it sounds, tapping 
on Advanced Search will actually make life easier for you, so do that. 

 
Make Your Choices  
On the next screen, enter your choices for the kind of audiobook 
you’re looking for. The most important fields here are Title, 
Author/Creator, Subject and Format. You could even combine all 
four if you wanted. 
 

Don’t Frustrate Yourself 
However, since we want to have some immediate gratification on 
your first time out, simply choose a subject from the Subject 
dropdown list. You’ll have better luck with something broad like 
Mystery or Romance, and not narrow like Chick Lit. For this 
example, I’ve chosen Humor (Fiction). 
 I’ve also selected All OverDrive MP3 Audiobook from the 
Format list to ensure that I get just audiobooks. 
 If you tap on the box near the bottom that says Only titles with 
copies available, you’ll only see audiobooks that are actually 
available to you at the moment. For the purposes of this handout I’m 
not going to do that, so I can show you another trick later on. 
 Now tap on the Search button at the bottom, and you’re ready to 
see some results! 
 

 
Pick an Audiobook, Any Audiobook 
The Search Results screen on the next page is where you see your 
search results. In the example on the right, I can see that there are 
205 matches, and this screen is showing you the first 20 (scroll down 
to see the rest. You can see what’s on the other screens by tapping on 
either the screen number or the forward or reverse buttons. 
 If you look carefully, you’ll see that the two titles showing have a 
headphone icon in the upper right hand corner. That means that 
they’re audiobooks. The next thing you should notice is that one of 
the icons is gray and the other is black. The one with the dark icon is 
available right now, and the one that’s grayed out is currently out to 
someone else. 
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However, if I found myself overwhelmed with audiobooks that 
weren’t available, and only wanted to see the ones I could actually get 
my hands on, I can go to the Filter search by selector, and choose 
Available Now. That weeds out all the audiobooks are checked out at 
the moment. 

 
 

I ultimately decided on The All-Girl Filling Station’s Last Reunion, 
which was a few screens down. Tapping on it brings up a big Borrow 
button in its place, and tapping on the Borrow button signs it out to 
you, but doesn’t put it on your device yet. That happens on the next 
screen. 
 

 
 

Downloading Your Audiobook 
Once you’ve tapped on the Borrow button, you get a new screen with 
a big black Download button. When you tap on this button, OverDrive 
starts the process of downloading the audiobook to your device.  
 

 
 

Waiting for All the Parts 
If you look at the very top of the screen, you may see text flash by 
telling what part of the book it’s downloading. If you’re used to 
listening to CD audiobooks, a part is about the length of one CD, which 
is about an hour. 
 If you want more information about how the download is 
proceeding, check your Android Notifications, and you’ll get a 
screen like the one on the right, which shows that Part 6 is done, and 
Part 7 is in progress. 
 

 
 

Your Bookshelf 
Now you can go to your device bookshelf to see if the audiobook is 
there. It may still be downloading some parts, but that’s OK, because 
you can still listen to the first parts while the later parts 
downloading. 
 You’ll need an Internet connection to download all the parts, but 
once you have them, you can listen even in places where there’s no 
Internet access. If you are downloading using the library’s WiFi, 
make sure all parts are downloaded before you leave. 
 By the way…if you take a look at the Add a Title icon on the far 
right, tapping on that is another way of getting back to the library 
page to choose more items! 
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Playing Your Audiobook 
Tapping on your downloaded audiobook brings you to a screen like 
the one at the right.  
 At the very top, the menu icon takes you back to the left-hand 
panel where you see your libraries and your bookshelf. The icon on 
the far right shows you the table of contents of the audiobook. 
 On the bottom half of the screen are the standard controls that 
you’re probably familiar with from MP3 players. There’s the volume 
slider at the very bottom; the previous chapter, play/pause, and 
next chapter buttons just above that; and a slider for your position 
in this section of the audiobook. 
 In addition, on each side of the play/pause button are buttons for 
15 seconds back and 15 seconds ahead. Why would you ever want to 
use either of these? Well, imagine that you’re taking a walk while 
listening to your book, and you get to a construction site. By the time 
you’ve hit pause, you’ve already missed a good 20 seconds of it. 
Tapping twice on 15 seconds back will enable you to start up just a 
little before where you started to lose track of things. Quite frankly, I 
can’t think of a reason why you’d want to start something 15 seconds 
later. 

 
	  

Placing Holds 
Sometimes the item you want is out at the moment, but that doesn’t mean that you can’t get it eventually. In 
fact, despite what Mick Jagger might say, OverDrive makes it quite easy for you to get what you want, when 
it seems like you’re getting no satisfaction. 
 And this works for both eBooks and audiobooks. 

 
Pick an Item 
The first thing you need to do is choose an item that’s 
out at the moment. Right now Wedding Night by 
Sophie Kinsella looks interesting, but it was out. No 
problem; I’m going to put a hold on that. And I do it 
simply by tapping on it as if I were going to actually 
check it out. 
 When I do that, I get a screen like the one on the 
right. 

  
 

Now tap on the Place a Hold button, and you’ll get a 
new screen, that asks you to enter your email address 
so you can be notified when it’s available. There’s also 
a checkbox for you to have the item automatically 
checked out to you when it comes in. 
 
However…having the book automatically checked out 
to you is not the same as having it automatically 
downloaded to whatever device you want to read or 
listen to it on. You’ll still have to open the OverDrive 
app on that device, go to your library bookshelf, and 
download it from there. 
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Once you tap on Place a Hold, you’ll be taken to a new 
screen that gives you the option to continue 
browsing for items or to view your holds. 
 Continue Browsing does just what it says, and 
takes you back to looking for more items. View Your 
Holds, on the other hand, lets you change your email 
address, suspend the hold (in case you don’t want a 
whole bunch of them to show up at once), turn auto 
checkout on or off, or remove your hold on the item. 

 
When your item arrives, you’ll get an email message 
from the system telling you that it’s available, and 
checked out to you, if you chose that option. 
 Now you just have to download it. 

 
	  
Returning Items 

One of the great things about eBooks and audiobooks is that they never 
become overdue. On the other hand, if you’re a fast reader or listener, you 
might want to return the item early so that someone else can have it. This is 
easily done by going back to your Bookshelf and holding your finger down on 
the item until a little blue selector shows up at the bottom (see the example 
on the right). This lets you choose between deleting the book, returning it, or 
sharing information about it through email, Facebook, Goodreads, or 
Twitter. 
 Select Return/Delete from there, and then you’ll get one more screen, 
asking if this is what you really want to do. Select Return, and you’re all set, 
and the item is available for someone else to check out. 
 

 

So what’s the difference between Returning and Deleting an item? When you return an item, it’s removed 
not only from your device, but also from your library account. 
 On the other hand, when you delete an item, you’re simply removing it from that particular device, but as 
far as the library is concerned, you still have it out until its expiration date, at which point it’s automatically 
returned. 
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Getting Help 
There are many great features and settings to play around with in 
the OverDrive app, but I’m not going to tell you about them here. 
Instead, I’m going to tell you how to find out more about them on 
your own; and that’s by using OverDrive’s built-in help system. 
 If you go back to the settings and help pane on the left-hand 
side, you’ll see a button for Help. Tapping on it will take you to a 
screen with different subjects to tap on for more information. 
 

 

 
 
Is That It? 

Oh, there’s tons more I could tell you, but I think I’ve gotten you off to a good enough start, plus I’ve shown 
you how to get to the help system. So do a little exploring there, download a few books, and have fun! 
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